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Summary
Intra-abdominal desmoplastic small round cell tumors are rare aggressive neoplasms, with a very poor prognosis, observed in young adults with a male predominance. Their etiology is unknown and the diagnosis is based on histopathology, immunohistochemistry and cytogenetics. Histological analysis shows typically clusters of round cells separated by abundant desmoplastic stroma. These tumors exhibit a multi-marker immunohistochemistry profile expressing the three embryonic lineages: epithelial, neural and mesenchymal. They are positive for desmin and cytokeratin and are characterized by a specific recurring translocation t (11: 22) (q12 - p13), which involves EWSR1 WT1 gene. They are usually fatal despite an aggressive multidisciplinary therapeutic approach. Hereby we report the case of a 39 year old man who presented with an intra-abdominal desmoplastic small round cell tumor. The diagnosis was made by radiological, histological and immunohistochemistry profile analyses of a CT scanguided biopsy. This article also includes a mini review of the literature.

Introduction
Intra-abdominal desmoplastic small round cell tumors (DSRCT) were described first by Gerald and Rosai in 1989, and since then, around 200 cases have been reported in
the literature [1-3]. Desmoplastic tumors affect ‘with a strong male predominance’ children, adolescents and young adults [4-5]. The male to female ratio is around 4:1 [6]. The median age at diagnosis is 22 years with a range between 6 and 49 years [7]. Three years old pediatric cases have been reported [8]. Some studies showed that the average age at diagnosis is 28 with a maximum of 46 years [9]. The same study reported a male to female ratio of 5:1, which further confirms that desmoplastic small round cell tumors affect males predominantly [9]. These tumors are classified as soft tissue sarcomas without any known risk factor. They are extremely rare, highly malignant, and have poor survival [8]. They remain asymptomatic for many years and usually appear in 75% of cases as an abdominal mass. Other associated clinical manifestations that may reveal these tumors include abdominal pain (50%), deterioration of the general condition (15%), sweating (5%), nausea, vomiting, back pain (5%), lethargy (5%), ascites and pleural effusion. Rarely, they can be discovered incidentally during laparotomy for appendectomy or Caesarean section [9]. These tumors typically develop in the abdominal cavity, invading the omentum, and can reach the diaphragm, the splenic hilum, the mesentery, and the pelvic area. Metastases are frequent and usually involve the liver, lungs, pleura, bones, spleen and lymph nodes [5]. A delayed extra-peritoneal metastasis can occur [5, 10]. However, extraperitoneal primary tumors have been reported in various organs including paratesticular regions, ovaries, pleura, pancreas, liver, head and neck and salivary glands [5-11]. The diagnosis of desmoplastic small round cell tumors is histological, showing clusters of small round cells suspended in a dense desmoplastic stroma. Immunohistochemistry studies are positive for epithelial markers (keratin, epithelial membrane antigen), neural (neuron-specific enolase), and muscle (desmin) [2, 7]. Diagnosis is confirmed by cytogenetic studies that reveal a specific single translocation t (11:22) (p13; q12) that leads to the fusion of two genes and the expression of (EWSR1 - WT1), an oncogenic chimeric protein. This latter protein functions as an aberrant transcription factor that fails to suppress tumor growth [7, 12]. The rarity and the lack of early clinical manifestations make it difficult to detect these tumors before they reach a large volume [7]. These tumors can be confused with other intra-abdominal tumors and lymphomas; they are a subgroup of the pediatric small round cells tumors and should be distinguished from rhabdomyosarcoma, neuroblastoma, neuroectodermal primary tumors, small round cell mesothelioma, Ewing’s sarcoma and Wilms tumor [1, 7]. CT scan and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) reveal heterogeneous solid masses in 70 to 100% of cases. These masses are usually multiple (90%) and rarely single (10%); they sometimes have a cystic component secondary to the hemorrhagic and necrotic foci. The size of these tumors varies typically between 5 and 10 cm. However, their sizes can vary according to various studies from a few millimeters to 20 cm. The most common site is peritoneal (90%); and in the vast majority of cases the initial mass is located in the abdomen (63%) followed by the pelvic area (6%). The CT scan also may reveal intratumoral calcifications (20%), ascites (30%), or pleural effusion (25%). Lymph nodes may be involved in several locations including peritumoral (80%), para-aortic (71%), aortocaval (50%), portocaval (13%), and mediastinal (20%). Imaging studies detect earlier liver (20%), lung (5%) and bone metastases (5%) [9-13]. The objective of this study is to report a patient with a desmoplastic small round cell tumor and clarify, through a brief literature review, the different epidemiological, clinical, diagnostic and therapeutic aspects of these rare tumors.

Case Report

We report the case of a 39 year old man of Armenian origin, previously healthy when he started complaining from fatigue, anorexia, minimal deterioration of his general condition, bloating and an upper left quadrant abdominal pain described as deep and vague pain. He presented to the emergency department
with acute onset abdominal pain, distension and inability to pass stools and gas. Physical exam revealed a left upper quadrant abdominal mass, bloating and a diffuse pain, more severe in the left periumbilical area. Complete Blood Count showed leukocytosis (14,900 /mm$^3$), polynucleosis (83%) and mild anemia. Liver function, pancreatic, renal, lipid and cardiac blood tests were within the normal limits. The patient personal and family history were not remarkable. Abdominal X-ray showed intestinal distension located mainly in the jejunum with some air-fluid levels (Figure 1). Chest X-ray was normal. Abdominopelvic CT scan revealed a heterogeneous mass located in the left upper quadrant with irregular borders measuring around 5.5 cm x 8.5 cm. This mass was adhering
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**Figure 1. Abdomen X-Ray: Air-fluid levels**
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**Figure 2. CT scan showing a solid mass**
to the diaphragm and the intercostals muscles and doesn't seem to refer to one intra-abdominal organ (Figure 2). In addition, an extrinsic compression of the left colonic angle was observed without intraluminal invasion. Three metastatic lymph nodes with a discrete peri-tumoral costal infiltration were noted. A CT-guided needle biopsy was taken, from the mass for histological and immunohistochemical examination (Figure 3).

Histological studies were performed using several stains: hematoxylin and Eosin, Periodic acid–Schiff, Diastase, Alcian Blue and reticulin. Immunohistochemistry studies included: CK (AE1-AE3), desmin, S100, AML, WT1, calretinin, MIB1, vimentin and EMA. Microscopic examination showed dense reticulin matrix infiltrated by clusters of epithelioid small round cells having round nuclei and light anisonucleosis. These clusters were invasive and dense in some areas. Their cytoplasm was usually scant but sometimes vacuolar with intranuclear vacuoles. Immunohistochemistry profile analysis showed that these tumor cells were positive for pancytokeratine, WT1, vimentin, EMA and focally weak for desmin. The proliferation index was low to moderate.

**Figure 3.** CT-guided needle biopsy of the mass

**Figure 4.** Microscopic features of neoplastic cells (magnification x200)

**Figure 5.** Immunohistochemistry: Expression of Desmin (magnification x200)
Following these histological and immunohistochemical studies, the diagnosis of desmoplastic small round cell tumor was made (Figures 4 and 5).

**Discussion**

Desmoplastic small round cell tumors are rare soft tissue sarcomas; they are rapidly fatal and affect predominantly young males. Similarly with other sarcomas they are relatively common in children and young adults [14]. For this sarcoma, the mean age at diagnosis varies between 22 and 28 years; with extreme ages of 3 and 49 years. No known risk factors specific for the disease have been identified [1]. This article reports the case of a young adult male (39 years old), of Armenian origin. The patient had a single abdominal mass, while the majority of the reported cases manifested as multiple abdominal or more rarely pelvic masses. In our patient, the clinical picture consisted of a nonspecific intestinal occlusion without any particularity and that corresponds to the typical clinical presentation of such tumors. The abdominal mass volume (5.5 cm x 8.5 cm) was quite significant; it demonstrates that their early diagnosis remains difficult because of the lack of early warning signs. The patient remained healthy for many years as the tumors grew and spread uninhibited within the abdominal cavity with frequent metastasis mostly involving the liver, lungs, and bones [1].

The presence of peri-tumoral metastatic lymph nodes and costal bone involvement, in our case, denotes the frequent and early dissemination of the disease at diagnosis. Imaging studies did not reveal any extra-peritoneal mesothelial lesions in our case such as the pleura and the tunica vaginalis of testis or solid organs such as the pancreas, liver, kidneys and ovaries (9). However, it is important to note that some cases have been reported in women simulating ovarian tumors with elevated CA 125 levels [15].

Abdomen CT is considered by all specialists as the initial test of choice; it helps to diagnose and classify desmoplastic tumors, and allows performing CT-guided needle biopsies (Figure 3). Histological and immunohistochemistry examination of biopsies confirm the diagnosis. Abdomen CT allowed identifying the dominant solid mass measuring more than 5 cm in diameter in 69% of cases [9, 16]. These masses do not originate from any abdominal organ and is at least twice as large as other peritoneal lesions in 80% of cases [9-16]. These masses occur in the abdomen (62%), the pelvis (36%), and the para-vertebral region adjacent to the diaphragm pillar (6%) [9, 13, 17]. The diagnosis of our case was made based on the radiological characteristics shown on CT scan and the results of the immunohistochemistry profile. Our patient had a large heterogeneous peritoneal mass, around 8.5 cm in diameter, located in the left upper quadrant not originated from any abdominal organ. This mass was compressing the splenic angle without invading the intestinal lumen. Furthermore, we detected metastatic lymph nodes with a discrete peritumoral costal involvement but without any pulmonary or liver metastasis.

Endoscopic ultrasound is of limited value; it reveals heterogeneous lobulated and hypoechoic lesions and allows performing guided biopsies in cases of superficial tumors [18]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows the masses and defines the hemorrhagic and necrotic intra-tumoral characteristics that are not specific for such tumors [13]. Also, MRI does not allow performing differential diagnosis with other abdominal tumors [9].

[18F] fluorodeoxyglucose-positron emission tomography FDG -PET / CT reveals occult lesions not detectable by CT or MRI. In addition, it allows to evaluate the response to chemo-radiotherapy and detects early relapses before any other conventional imaging studies [19].

Tumor metastasis are early and frequent (63% to 100%); they affect mainly the liver (20%) followed by the lungs (5%) and the bones (5%). Metastatic lymph nodes involvement is noted in more than half of cases at diagnosis. These lymph nodes are usually intra-abdominal in 80% of cases and affect the para-aortic (71%), -aorto-caval (50%), and mesenteric porto-caval area (13%) [2-5].

Typical histological criteria consist of small round cells nests suspended in a...
dense desmoplastic stroma [2-5]. This aspect corresponds to the histopathological findings observed in our patient. However, these tumors may exhibit unusual morphological aspects in almost one third of cases [8, 20]. Predominant components include: spindle cells, pseudo-rosettes, Homer-Wright rosette and island forms. Several patterns may be seen including glandular, basaloïd, solid area with little stroma, rhabdoid, clear cells, pleomorphism, fusiform and papillary (2). These various atypical histological presentations should be well known to avoid diagnostic errors and confusion with other tumors [21].

Immunohistochemistry analysis of desmoplastic tumors displays a triple co-expression that includes the epithelial markers (keratin and EMA), the mesenchymal markers (desmin and vimentin) and occasionally the neuronal marker (neuron specific enolase). However it is pertinent to note that Primitive neuroectodermal tumors and Ewing's sarcoma are negative for desmin; Neuroblastoma is vimentin and desmin negative while small cell mesotheliomas are desmin, CD15 and CD57 negative [1]. Interestingly, Calretinin which is a protein highly expressed in normal mesothelium and mesothelioma, is negative in desmoplastic small round cell tumors [20]. Gerald et al. suggested that desmoplastic tumors are related to the mesothelium because their tumor growth model is similar to mesothelioma and they occur in serous cavities. WT1 gene is frequently expressed in mesothelioma and fetal mesothelioma is positive for keratin and desmin [2]. The histological and immunohistochemistry results seen in our patient were similar to the literature and typical for desmoplastic tumor. In fact, we described small round cells suspended in a dense desmoplastic stroma and positive for pancytokeratine, WT1, vimentin, EMA and focally weak for desmin which strongly supported the diagnosis of desmoplastic small round cell tumors.

These tumors are genetically characterized by the translocation (11: 22) (p13; q12). This translocation leads to the expression of an oncogenic fusion protein EWSR1 - WT1 that acts as an aberrant transcription factor promoting uncontrolled tumor growth [7, 12]. According to numerous studies, genetic abnormalities are highly specific and can confirm the diagnosis of these tumors. However, some reservations have been issued by Alaggio and Wang concerning the expression of this fusion protein in some pediatric cases of leiomyosarcomas and kidney tumors. This observation suggests that EWSR1-WT1 fusion may not be entirely specific for desmoplastic tumors [22, 23].

Therapeutic options
A multidisciplinary therapeutic approach is the best way that may improve the prognosis with a 3-year survival of 58%. Surgery is often complex and the complete resection of these tumors is rarely possible. Surgery is usually associated with heavy chemotherapy while radiotherapy may yield better results compared to chemotheraphy or radiotherapy alone [9]. The resection of liver metastases may be performed by radio frequency, cryotherapy, or Radioembolization by Yttrium microspheres [24]. Hyperthermic intra-peritoneal therapy used in peritoneal carcinomatosis of ovarian origin, was also tested in the treatment of desmoplastic tumors with unclear results. This new procedure should be further investigated by prospective randomized trials [7].

Conclusion
Desmoplastic small round cell tumors are rare and aggressive tumors. The majority of patients are usually seen at a late stage. The diagnosis should be considered in a young adolescent male who is presenting with:

1. multiple diffuse peritoneal masses, or
2. a dominant mass measuring at least 5 cm or a single mass not originated from any abdominal organ.
3. Abdominal CT scan is considered the initial gold standard imaging study.
4. Diagnosis is made by histology, immunohistochemistry and cytogenetics studies. FDG-PET / CT are useful in the monitoring and may detect early relapses.
A multidisciplinary therapeutic management including aggressive debulking surgery combined with intensive chemotherapy and radiotherapy remain the only hope for improving the survival of these patients.
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